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ABSTRACT: Metasurfaces, or phase-engineered quasi-2D
interfaces, enable a large degree of control over the reﬂection,
refraction, and transmission of light. Here we demonstrate the
design and realization of a visible light gradient metasurface
tailored for highly eﬃcient back reﬂection based on the
Huygens−Fresnel principle. The metasurface emulates the
functionality of a Littrow grating, capable of eﬃciently
channeling light into the ﬁrst negative Floquet order over a
broad angular range and bandwidth at visible frequencies. Our
theoretical results predict unitary eﬃciency for extremely low
proﬁles and an optical response that is robust against discretization and design modiﬁcations. The experimentally realized
metasurface is comprised of high-index TiOx nanowires over a protected Ag mirror, enabling back reﬂection with eﬃciency above
85% in the visible range, close to the reﬂectivity of the bare silver mirror. The presented analytical design methodology and the
resulting low-proﬁle device are advantageous compared to conventional gratings, while oﬀering broadband eﬃciencies over a
range of incidence angles.
KEYWORDS: gradient metasurfaces, back reﬂector, dielectric metasurfaces, gratings, nanophotonics
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Huygens−Fresnel principle to deﬁne the ideal surface
impedance proﬁle of ultrathin metasurfaces that enables
arbitrary negative reﬂection. The ideal operation of the
designed surface is achieved by controlling the required
secondary scattering sources on the metasurface to reconstruct
the desired Floquet order. This approach oﬀers ﬂexibility in
design, avoiding the need for optimization or speciﬁc material
parameters, and enables high back-reﬂection eﬃciencies over
the desired range of angles of incidence (AOI), angles of
reﬂection, and frequency. In order to validate our theoretical
approach, we employ high-resolution nanolithography to
experimentally implement a back-reﬂecting graded metasurface
that operates in the visible range.

radient metasurfaces have started to signiﬁcantly
inﬂuence modern optical technology, as they oﬀer the
possibility of replacing a wide range of bulky optical
components with low-proﬁle and low-loss patterned surfaces.1−4 Graded metasurfaces rely on nanostructured surfaces
with controlled variation of their transverse impedance,
enabling a plethora of operational possibilities, including
anomalous wave refraction and reﬂection,5,6 holography,7,8
cloaking,9−11 focusing and beam shaping,5,12 polarization
management,13,14 and nonreciprocal beam control when
combined with time modulation.15,16 The nanoscale control
of strong wave−matter interactions in metasurfaces has opened
remarkable opportunities for low-loss, integrable planar optics.2
In contrast to other ultrathin conﬁgurations based on
resonantly excited elements,17−21 gradient metasurfaces typically rely on the response of a combination of nonresonant
scatterers and their tailored arrangement, enabling this class of
metasurface to support inherently broadband and robust optical
responses that are resilient to losses.14 In this work, we apply
the concept of graded metasurfaces to design broadband back
reﬂectors, based on distributed surface impedances. Back
reﬂectors are a class of periodic structures that are speciﬁcally
tailored to funnel the incident energy into the ﬁrst negativeorder Floquet harmonic. These structures are traditionally
implemented using binary patterns over ﬁnite thicknesses,19,22−24 which typically need to be optimized to
maximize the coupling eﬃciency to the backward Floquet
order s−1 .24,25 Here we use an alternative method based on the
© XXXX American Chemical Society
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we focus our study on the design of an ideal gradient
metasurface that reﬂects all the impinging energy back to the
source for a speciﬁc frequency and angle for linear polarized
light, essentially operating as a zero-thickness Littrow grating.
This functionality is equivalent to an ideal retroreﬂector for this
frequency and AOI (Figure 1A shows the concept and a
schematic of the fabricated structure). While an ideal
homogeneous mirror (Figure 1B) reﬂects the impinging light
toward the specular direction due to momentum conservation,
this ideal metasurface with a tailored gradient of the reﬂection
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Figure 2. Wide-angle operation of an ideal back-reﬂector metasurface.
(A) Calculated local phase proﬁle of the ideal surface ϕ(x) =∠r(x),
designed for retroreﬂection at AOI θ0 = 35.7 degrees following eq 1,
with a surface period Λ = λ/(2 sin θ0). (B) Numerically calculated
coupling eﬃciency of the ideal surface in panel A for diﬀerent incident
angles and for s-polarized illumination. Blue and red curves show the
percentage of power coupled toward the specular direction (s−0 ) and
ﬁrst diﬀraction order (s−1 ), respectively. (C) Calculated (solid black
line) and measured (yellow circles) angular dispersion of the gradient
surface for the ±1 diﬀraction orders. The black lines correspond to the
ideal surface in panel A, and the yellow circles are analogous results
measured at λ = 700 nm for the fabricated sample. A and B correspond
to the ideal retroreﬂection points where θback = −θin = ±35.7 degrees
(Littrow conﬁguration). Inside the highlighted gray region, the
nonspecular diﬀraction orders are evanescent.

Figure 1. Operation principle of a metasurface back reﬂector. (A)
Schematic illustration of back reﬂection from a gradient metasurface.
(B) Representation of specular reﬂection from an ideal mirror:
incident light (s+0 , black) is specularly reﬂected (s−0 , blue) from an ideal
mirror due to momentum conservation at the interface. (C) Scattering
channels for reﬂection from a gradient metasurface: incident light is
reﬂected back (s−1 , red) toward the source due to the transverse
momentum imparted by the inhomogeneous interface. The additional
negative momentum kp (green) is introduced by a tailored gradient of
the reﬂection phase. Momenta in the x-direction are shown by kx,i and
kx,s for incident and reﬂected waves, respectively.

nonlinear phase proﬁle exactly compensates for the momentum
mismatch between the incoming and the desired retroreﬂected
waves (Figure 1C). For values of incident wave diﬀerent from
θ0, the reﬂected wave does not align with the incident wave and
the structure operates as an ultrathin back reﬂector, redirecting
light back into the half-space of incidence. Compared to
previous attempts to realize highly eﬃcient back-reﬂecting
gratings, this approach is fully analytical, where calculations
based on the Huygens−Fresnel principle allow us to engineer
the scattering pattern over an inﬁnitesimally thin surface at will
and without requiring iterative optimization.26,27 For instance,
the surface may be equivalently designed to couple a desired
portion of the impinging power toward the specular reﬂection,
and the other portion toward back reﬂection. This concept is
also fully extendable to two-dimensional surfaces and arbitrary
polarization control.
For an ideal continuously modulated metasurface with a local
reﬂection given by eq 1, given the periodicity of the
modulation, the reﬂected power can couple to only two
propagating diﬀraction orders, the specular reﬂection s−0 and the
ﬁrst negative Floquet order s−1 . The numerically calculated
coupling eﬃciency to these orders as a function of illumination
angle is shown in Figure 2B for the surface with phase proﬁle in
Figure 2A (see Supplementary Note 1). As expected, we obtain
100% coupling eﬃciency at θ0 = 35.7 degrees (the design
angle), i.e., |s−1 |2 = 1. For this AOI, the metasurface operates in
the Littrow conﬁguration and the angle of reﬂection equals 35.7

phase (Figure 1C) can impart a suitable additional negative
transverse momentum to the impinging wave and reﬂect the
entire impinging light ﬂux back to the source.
Following the approach introduced in refs 5 and 12 and
tailored to eﬃciently manipulate reﬂected beams in ref 14, we
derive in the Methods section the analytical expression of the
local reﬂection coeﬃcient that an ultrathin metasurface needs
to support in order to achieve single-angle retroreﬂection with
unity eﬃciency for illumination angle θ0 in the x−z plane,
where ẑ is the direction normal to the surface:
r (x ) =

−1 + cos θ0 − e 2iπx / Λ(1 + cos θ0)
−1 − cos θ0 + e 2iπx / Λ( −1 + cos θ0)

(1)

The required reﬂection coeﬃcient is unitary all across the
surface, implying that it can be achieved with a fully passive
interface with inhomogeneous phase proﬁle φ(x), shown in
λ
Figure 2A for θ0 = 35.7 degrees, with period Λ = 2 sin θ where λ
0

is the wavelength of operation in free space. In general, the
optimal reﬂection coeﬃcient of a gradient metasurface may also
involve local amplitude modulation.26 At the retroreﬂection
angle, however, the exact impedance matching between the
incident and scattered beam guarantees that 100% wave
conversion is accessible using a purely lossless surface proﬁle,
as described by the local phase variations in eq 1. This
B
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Figure 3. Fabricated structure and measurement setup. (A) SEM image (top view, under 40% tilt) and (B) cross section of the fabricated sample
with extracted dimensions of the device. One unit cell of the structure is composed of three regions: two TiOx nanorods and the bare mirror. See
Methods section for detailed geometry information. The Pt layer on top of the sample was added in the cross-section fabrication process to get a
clean cross-section. (C) Schematic of the measurement setup: θin can be changed by rotating the sample on the inner rotation stage while the
illumination arm is kept ﬁxed. The coupling intensity to the diﬀerent diﬀraction orders is measured by independently rotating the detector on the
outer rotation stage to position I to measure θspec or position II to measure θback. Illumination and detection planes are slightly tilted horizontally to
allow retroreﬂection measurements without blocking the illumination. (D−F) Photographs of the fabricated structure on the right (1.5 × 1.5 mm2
square in the center of the 12 × 12 mm2 silver mirror, bare Si residual from fabrication process in the lower-left corner) and schematic of
photography setup on the left. Panel D shows the specular response under illumination from the back with a commercial ﬂashlight: no light is
reﬂected in the specular direction from the structure (dark square in the middle). Panels E−F show eﬃcient back reﬂection of the sample when
illuminated with a white light lamp for diﬀerent angles. The angle between light and camera was increased in F compared to E.

degrees. In addition, the ﬁgure shows that the angular response
is robust. For an AOI range 11 < θin < 80 degrees over half of
the incident power is redirected into the nonspecular direction,
despite these angles residing outside of the Littrow design
parameters. This broad angular response is associated with the
fact that the momentum imparted by the surface does not
change with the incidence angle,5 and it is suﬃciently negative
to ensure that the angle of the emerging reﬂected beam stays
negative over a broad angular range. In general, the attainable
angular range may be further increased by designing the
retroreﬂection angle close to 45 degrees. The back-reﬂection
angle varies as a function of impinging angle following the
grating equation for ﬁrst-order diﬀraction

(

θ back = sin−1 sin θin ∓

λ
Λ

), where the ∓ sign refers to θ

in

stemming directly from reciprocity,28,29 and it is not limited to
our particular conﬁguration. More speciﬁcally, if the surface is
designed to back reﬂect with x% eﬃciency for the AOI θi, it
ensures (100 − x)% coupling to the specular direction (θr = θi).
Reciprocity then ensures that, when the direction of
illumination is ﬂipped and the surface is illuminated from the
specular direction, exactly (100 − x)% of the power can be
coupled back toward θi. The remaining x% of the power must
be scattered through the only remaining scattering channel,
which is the corresponding back reﬂection. Given that the
period is unaﬀected by the incidence direction and it is
designed to admit only two diﬀraction orders, all remaining
energy (x%) will be coupled to the back-reﬂected beam. Thus,
the blue curve in Figure 2C is centrosymmetric, and with the
broad angular response in the negative half-plane, reciprocity
ensures an equally broad response for positive incidence angles.
The properties described so far are desirable from a practical
standpoint, indicating that there is no trade-oﬀ between
directionality and eﬃciency in the proposed metasurface, and
back reﬂection can be achieved over a broad range of angles,
even far from normal incidence. This property also suggests an
interesting possibility for applications in the retroreﬂection
industry. While the designed surface is not a true retroreﬂector,
for detectors using narrowband illumination and a relatively

>0

and θin < 0, respectively, as plotted in Figure 2C. The lower
cutoﬀ for θin = 11 degrees is simply determined by the cutoﬀ of
s−1 for close-to-normal incidence, and it can be adjusted by
design.
An interesting feature evident in Figure 2B is the perfectly
symmetric response of the back-reﬂective surface. The
symmetry arises despite the fact that the geometric proﬁle of
the surface, described by eq 1, is asymmetric and tailored for a
speciﬁc oblique illumination. This symmetry is a general result
C
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observer standpoint is visualized in Figure 3D−F. Photographs
of the sample can be seen next to schematics of the
photography setup. In Figure 3D the bright specular reﬂection
of the Ag mirror around the structure is visible, while the dark
square in the middle of the sample where the metasurface is
placed indicates that specular reﬂection is almost absent. In
contrast, the center of the sample is noticeably bright for an
observer sitting close to the excitation source, as can be seen in
Figure 3E,F for diﬀerent incoming angles. The bright color that
can be observed in back reﬂection depends on the angle of
observation and illumination. As we mentioned previously,
these pictures also indicate the possibility of utilizing these
surfaces as eﬃcient ultrathin retroreﬂectors for AOI close to the
retroreﬂection angle. In this case, while the observable color of
the reﬂected wave varies, the mirror covered with the designed
metasurface is noticeably brighter than a conventional mirror.
The optical response of the fabricated sample is quantitatively demonstrated in Figure 4. Symmetric scattering resulting

wide collection aperture this surface may reﬂect nearly all of the
impinging energy back to the source. Another interesting
application of this surface might be replacing the diﬀusive
retroreﬂective tapes (over a limited angle), as the eﬃciency of
reﬂection is signiﬁcantly larger than available reﬂective tapes
and the metasurface can be tailored to operate for an extremely
broad AOI range.30
In order to practically realize the proposed metasurface, we
need to discretize the ideal phase proﬁle in eq 1. Assuming an
equal discretization of the ideal phase proﬁle into N phase
steps, the coupling eﬃciency to the retroreﬂected order gets
closer to 100% as the number of steps increases (Supplementary Note 2). Interestingly, even a coarse discretization
with only two discretization steps yields a retroreﬂection
eﬃciency larger than 75%. The reason behind this robustness is
again associated with the nature of our design. First, the
diﬀraction phenomenon is nonresonant and therefore inherently robust to perturbations. Second, the period Λ determines
two propagating diﬀraction orders for the operational
frequency, ensuring that, as long as the overall phase gradient
along each unit cell suppresses the coupling toward the zerothorder diﬀraction (specular reﬂection), reﬂection will be
funneled toward the ﬁrst order in the back direction.
The ultrathin proﬁle of the designed surface provides an ideal
platform for microwave or terahertz graphene-based metasurfaces, which are inherently deeply subwavelength. Here, we
chose to realize the device characterized in Figure 2A using a
nanostructured dielectric metasurface operating in the visible
spectrum (Figure 3A,B) with subwavelength thickness t = 100
nm, made of TiOx trapezoidal bars on top of a Ag mirror via ebeam lithography and evaporation (see Methods for a
description of the fabrication process and Figure 1A for a
schematic of the fabricated structure). The dielectric nature of
TiOx and its relative high index (n = 2.35 for λ = 500 nm to n =
2.23 at λ = 1000 nm) are suitable to minimize absorption and
provide reasonable phase control over a relatively small
thickness.31 We designed the structure with three phase
discretization steps, N = 3, for operation at λ = 700 nm,
tailored for s-polarized excitation (electric ﬁelds lies in the
metasurface plane). The variation of the local reﬂection
coeﬃcient in the ﬁrst two elements is achieved by controlling
the geometry of the nanorods.The third segment consists of the
bare back-mirror (Figure 3A).
The fabricated structure was excited with a weakly
converging beam such that the excitation angle was welldeﬁned. The reﬂected intensity was measured using an optical
power meter (see Methods section for more details on the
measurement). The sample was mounted in the center and the
power meter on the outer ring of a rotating stage, while the
illumination direction was held constant. This enabled
independent control of excitation and sampling angles, as
depicted in the schematic of the measurement setup in Figure
3C. We chose Λ = 600 nm (605 nm in the fabricated surface)
to enable eﬃcient back reﬂection in the free-space wavelength
range λ = 490−940 nm.
The previous analysis ensures that an eﬃcient back reﬂector
can be implemented over a deeply subwavelength thickness. At
shorter wavelengths, and speciﬁcally over the visible spectrum,
current nanofabrication techniques limit the accessible
resolution and accuracy of sub-hundred-nanometer features.
To reduce the sensitivity of the device to nanofabrication
errors, we chose a thickness of t = 100 nm for the surface. The
eﬃcient operation of our fabricated sample from the practical

Figure 4. Back reﬂection response of the fabricated device. (A)
Angular response at λ = 700 nm. Comparison between measurements
(circles) and numerical simulations (solid lines). Coupling eﬃciencies
for the specular reﬂection s−0 and the ﬁrst-order negative reﬂection s−1
are shown with blue and red colors, respectively. The empty circles
indicate reﬂection measurements for angles above |θin| = 60 degrees,
for which the spot size of the beam exceeds the structured area and
part of the beam is specularly reﬂected by the mirror next to the
structure. The measurements and simulations of the bare mirror are
depicted in gray. The homogeneous surface supports specular
reﬂection with approximately 10% absorption across all angles. (B)
Numerical simulation results of the angular/frequency dispersion of
the structure with the fabricated dimensions, showing the coupling
eﬃciency toward the ﬁrst-order negative reﬂection s−1 and highlighting
the 75% power and 50% power operation regions. The dark red line
indicates the ideal retroreﬂective loci (Littrow conﬁguration), for
which the incoming and the reﬂected wave are aligned. More than 50%
back reﬂection is achieved across λ = 490−940 nm and θin = 24−51
degrees.
D
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signiﬁcantly aﬀected by frequency variations, ensuring that the
net momentum imparted to the impinging wave still funnels
most of the energy back to the ﬁrst negative diﬀraction order.
To further investigate this property, we determined the
amplitude dispersion of the coupling to the two scattering
modes for a structure with the dimensions of the fabricated
device through full-wave simulations for all incident angles
(Figure 4B). As expected, the designed metasurface operates
over an extremely broad half-power wavelength range λ = 490−
940 nm in terms of single-angle retroreﬂection eﬃciency. We
veriﬁed our simulations with experimental measurements at
multiple wavelengths, in addition to the λ = 700 nm case, as
reported in the Supplementary Note 3. It is worth mentioning
that the angular range and bandwidth of the grating may be
further increased through optimization; however, here we
presented a conﬁguration derived directly by our analytical
model in eq 1, also including all fabrication tolerances (e.g.,
height of second rod is smaller than t = 100 nm). The
robustness of this design against minor fabrication errors is
demonstrated numerically in Supplementary Note 4.
The response of the designed metasurface is also controllable
with the polarization of the incident wave. The surface features
utilized for this implementation are inherently anisotropic, as
their scattering properties depend on the orientation of the ﬁeld
vectors, and the local reﬂection phase is approximately constant
for p-polarized illumination. Consequently, the surface operates
as a simple mirror for this polarization, as discussed and veriﬁed
in Supplementary Note 5. In other words, this metasurface
selectively reﬂects in opposite half-planes the two impinging
polarizations. We are currently investigating polarizationindependent designs of back-reﬂecting metasurfaces based on
a similar principle, achieved by considering 2D arrangements of
isotropic surface elements.13,14

from reciprocity permits a complete characterization of the
device while scanning only half the angular range (Figure 4A).
However, to conﬁrm the theoretical results, we performed
measurements over the full range of angles. In the ﬁgure, we
compare the specular reﬂection to the measurements obtained
using a ﬂat silver mirror, similar to the ground plane utilized in
our device, allowing a direct comparison that provides a
quantitative calibration of the measured eﬃciency. The gray
circles in Figure 4A present the measured angular response of
the silver mirror when illuminated with s-polarized light at λ =
700 nm. We observe that around 10% of the incident power is
lost, either through absorption or diﬀuse scattering. The
measured response of the silver mirror is slightly lower than
simulated reﬂectance using the tabulated dielectric response of
single-crystalline silver (Figure 4A). This diﬀerence is attributed
to nanoscale surface roughness, resulting from evaporation and
other fabrication defects.
The level of back reﬂection of our sample is shown with red
circles in Figure 4A, demonstrating that most of the scattered
light is indeed eﬃciently back reﬂected. The specular reﬂection
thus signiﬁcantly drops over a wide angular region around the
retroreﬂective angle θ0 = 35.7 degrees. The scattered power is
focused toward the backward diﬀraction channel (s−1 in Figure
1C), yielding a coupling eﬃciency of 88% under illumination at
θ0 = 35.7 degrees and with less than 10% of the impinging
power being absorbed or diﬀusely scattered at the design
frequency under illumination from all angles, except around the
Wood’s anomaly, consistent with the absorption levels obtained
from the bare silver back-mirror. We note that the presence of
the plasmonic mirror creates additional absorption at the
metal−dielectric interface. For applications requiring the
highest eﬃciencies, such as pulse shaping, stretching, and
compression, the Ag mirror could be replaced with an
optimized Bragg reﬂector.
Although the metasurface was originally designed for an AOI
of 35.7 degrees, increasing the incidence angle toward grazing
angles does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the overall eﬃciency, and up
to a remarkably large angle |θin| = 75 degrees, at λ = 700 nm the
dominant portion of the scattered power remains in the same
half-plane of the incident wave. For illumination at angles less
than |θin| < 9 degrees, the second scattering channel is
nonradiative for λ = 700 nm, and thus it is not excited (Figure
2C). Over this range, the metasurface operates as a simple
mirror, as observed in Figure 4A. For comparison, the solid
lines in Figure 4A also show the calculated coupling to the two
scattering orders obtained using full-wave simulation for a
structure with the same geometry as the fabricated device (see
Methods section for details about simulation). The simulated
results agree well with our experiment, even though a slightly
lower cutoﬀ at large angles is observed in the measured data
compared to the calculated curves. This is due to the small size
of our sample, as the area where the measurement beam hits
the structure increases with higher incoming angles and exceeds
the structure area for |θin| > 60 degrees. In this angular range,
part of the light is specularly reﬂected from the bare mirror
adjacent to the metasurface.
A remarkable property of the back-reﬂecting metasurface
consists in its broadband operation, which is attributed to the
inherent stability of retroreﬂection as well as the nonresonant
nature of the involved scattering phenomenon, based on the
phase gradient imposed through the metasurface. While the
surface impedance of the trapezoids is expected to change over
frequency, its relative slope across each unit cell is not

■

CONCLUSION
We have discussed the design principle and advantages in terms
of size, simplicity of design and fabrication, bandwidth,
acceptance angular range, low proﬁle, and eﬃciency of gradient
metasurfaces for back-reﬂecting surfaces (i.e., ultrathin Littrow
gratings). Indeed, we have shown that there is no fundamental
limitation on the eﬃciency or size of a Littrow grating. One of
the challenges in experimentally realizing the optimal surface
proﬁle derived in eq 1 is to achieve (semi-) continuous phase
variation along the surface, which becomes important for largeangle operation, for which the required impedance proﬁle has
faster spatial variations.26 We have shown here that coarse
sampling of the optimal proﬁle provides reasonably good
performance over wide angular and frequency ranges at visible
frequencies. A possible way to overcome this limitation and
gain higher eﬃciency (for larger retroreﬂection angle or more
complicated functionalities) is to use a Pancharatnam−Berry
phase,32 where the local variation of the surface phase is
achieved through rotation of a subwavelength nanoantenna.
Continuously varying surface elements can also provide a
solution to eliminate the requirements on surface discretization.33
We believe that this approach is an eﬀective replacement of
conventional bulky optical elements, particularly for subwavelength gratings used in pulse shaping and spectrum splitting
applications. The design is based on the Huygens−Fresnel
principle, is scalable over diﬀerent frequency ranges, and may
be modiﬁed for achromatic retroreﬂection at multiple
frequencies (or AOI).34,35 Similar designs may be explored at
E
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the back reﬂector, which we truncated with a perfectly matched
layer to model a semi-inﬁnite ground plane. The scattering
parameters of the port were used to calculate the percentage of
the power coupled toward each channel.
Fabrication Process. A 1-mm-thick Si wafer was coated
with 200 nm of Ag and 20−30 nm of SiOx by thermal
evaporation. This protected mirror was then spin-coated with
ZEP520a, a high-resolution positive tone resist, and Espacer
300z to improve the conductivity of the sample. Then the
asymmetric grating was written by e-beam lithography using a
20 keV beam. The patterned area was 1.5 × 1.5 mm2 square,
composed of stitched 100 × 100 μm2 write ﬁelds. The sample
was then rinsed for 30 s in water to remove the Espacer,
developed in pentylacetate for 45 s, rinsed 15 s in a mixture of
methyl isobutyl ketone and isopropyl alcohol (MIBK/IPA,
9:1), dipped into IPA, and transferred to ethanol. To prevent
collapse of the fragile resist patterns, the sample was dried at
the critical point. The lines were ﬁlled with 100 nm of TiOx by
e-beam evaporation followed by lift-oﬀ, which was done by
dissolving the resist for 10 min in an ultrasonic bath in anisole.
TiOx was also evaporated directly on a Si wafer to allow a
determination of the TiOx dielectric function using spectroscopy ellipsometry, ﬁtting the data using a Gaussian−Cauchy
model. Completed dimensions were measured using a focused
ion beam (FIB, FEI Helios Nanolab 600) to cut cross sections,
with dimensions measured by electron micrographs. The
metasurface consisted of repeating unit cells with a periodicity
of 605 nm. The taller line had a height of 100 nm, a bottom
width of 180 nm, and a top width of 110 nm. The narrower
line, separated from the tall line by a gap of 123 nm, had a
height of 50 nm with bottom and top widths of 70 and 20 nm,
respectively (detailed dimensions are shown in Figure 3B).
Details of Optical Measurement. The coupling eﬃciency
of the fabricated sample to the two orders was measured
experimentally using a rotating stage, sweeping the angle of the
incident plane wave across θin = −80 degree to θin = 80 degree.
For illumination, a collimated broadband beam from a laserdriven light source (EQ-99X, Energetiq) was sent through a
linear polarizer and then focused onto the sample with a weak
lens. The focal point on the sample had a diameter of 0.75 mm.
For excitation angles below 60 degrees the focus was smaller
than the structure with an area of 1.5 × 1.5 mm; above this
angle the light beam illuminated both the structured region and
part of the adjacent mirrored substrate. This resulted in
measured intensities of specular and ﬁrst-order reﬂection with a
slight contribution from the mirror. The intensity of the
scattered power for the allowed scattering modes s−0 and s−1 was
measured respectively for each degree using an optical power
meter (PM100USB powermeter with S121C photodiode
power sensor (Thorlabs)). The reﬂected beam was focused
with a lens on the power sensor. To measure only the
frequency ranges of interest, an optical ﬁlter (either 700, 750, or
850 nm center wavelength, 40 nm bandwidth, Andover
Corporation) was placed in front of the lens of the power
sensor.

radio-frequencies to improve passive and active RFID tags. The
control of the angle of reﬂection may also enable applications
for light management in solar cells. The thin metasurface proﬁle
opens the possibility of spin coating or evaporating a thin
absorber material on top of the metasurface and broadbandenhanced light trapping and absorption.14

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Derivation of the Reﬂection Coeﬃcient. Following the
Huygens−Fresnel principle to achieve the arbitrary scattering
ﬁeld distribution, the electromagnetic boundary conditions of
the system in Figure 1C for s-polarized illumination read
2z ̂ × (H i + Hs)|σ = Ye(x)y ̂·(E i + Es)|σ
−2z ̂ × (E i + Es)|σ = Zm(x)y ̂·(H i + Hs)|σ

(2)

for any position x on the inhomogeneous metasurface σ, where
Ye and Zm are the eﬀective surface electric admittance and
surface magnetic impedance of the structure.12,14 Subscripts i
and s indicate the incident and reﬂected waves, respectively.
The local reﬂection coeﬃcient of the metasurface r(x) =
A(x)ejφ(x) can be related to the eﬀective properties of the
surface for normal illumination as12,36
r (x ) = −

2(η0 2Ye(x) − Zm(x))
(2 + η0Ye(x))(2η0 + Zm(x))

(3)

Considering plane wave excitation at θ0 in the x−z plane and
ideal operation, i.e., unity retroreﬂection, the incident and
scattered waves read
E i,s = yE
̂ 0 exp(i(x·̂ k i,sx + z ·̂ k i,sz)); η0 H i,s = k ̂i,s × E i,s
(4)

where ki = k0(−sin(θ0)x̂ + cos(θ0)ẑ), ks = −ki, and k0 is the
free-space wavenumber. Combining eqs 2, 3, and 4 the local
reﬂection coeﬃcient is found as eq 1. Note that the local
reﬂection coeﬃcient is merely a nonlinear phase distribution
imprinted on the reﬂected wave as A(x) = 1. The phase proﬁle
for an ideal single-angle retroreﬂector with θ0 = 35.7 degrees is
shown in Figure 2A. The local phase proﬁle increasingly
deviates from linear distribution for larger values of θ0.26
Numerical Simulations. Numerical simulations throughout the paper were carried out by the 2D ﬁnite-element
software COMSOL Multiphysics in the frequency-domain
radio frequency module. Periodic ports and Floquet periodicity
boundary conditions were used to model one unit cell of each
metasurface. Ports were placed far enough from the metasurface such that all evanescent scattering modes are suﬃciently
weak. The ideal back reﬂector characterized in Figure 2 was
modeled as a sheet admittance derived in Supplementary Note
1. The substrate and free space were meshed with maximum
element sizes of 2 and 26 nm, respectively. Perfect electric
conductors were used in the ideal setup.
To model the fabricated device, we used the SEM images in
Figure 3A and B and estimated the dimensions as described in
the fabrication process below. All materials were modeled as
dispersive and lossy, and we used realistic values for the
permittivities of silver and SiOx from experimentally retrieved
data sets.37,38 For TiOx, we measured the refractive index for a
sample of TiOx on a Si wafer by spectroscopic ellipsometry. A
maximum element size of 20 nm was used for high-index TiOx
rods, and the remaining parts were meshed with a maximum
element size of 28 nm. A 200 nm thick silver layer was used as
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